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Guaranteed to enrich a toddlerâ€™s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books

is ideal for helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that

go beyond colors and numbers, titles in the series feature animals, fruit, home, and vegetables. This

collection combines photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text.

Suitable for both individuals and groups, these books are a childâ€™s perfect introduction to

exploring other cultures.
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They are simple books for kids. Nothing extra special but very easy for a child to learn from and

even read themselves. Got this for my little cousin and they really like it. I give it 3 because its a

good starter book and since I bought used, I'd say its not a good deal. As a Brazilian-American it

can be difficult to find these kinds of books for the little ones but this is a good start. Not great.This is

the second time I've purchased this brand before. I will probably buy again. I wish the books were

bigger though and had more photos. This one just had random [but basic] animals and only 3

insects. It could have a better variety of animals.

Awesome book! Bought this along with a few of the others in the series for our daughter's second



birthday. The pictures are bright and colorful and the words are fun to learn! Would definitely

recommend.

Very nice book. My son likes it he just turned 2 and can tell you a few of the Animals. It came in

great shape just in a box. I did expect it to be a little bigger or thicker but it seems fine as long as I

can make sure it doesn't get chewed!

So unfortunately they lumped the reviews for all languages together. This is for the Farsi-English

animals book. I got this for my 8 month old nephew, who's parents are native Farsi speakers, both

because there aren't a lot of Farsi language board books available for early reading and also his

parents want him to learn English (and they will be learning along with him). The book is ideal for

the 6-12 month age range. As a speaker of both languages, I think they did a good job with their

animal choices and word choices (no strange sophisticated words, e.g. they stuck to hippo instead

of hippopotamus). Overall very pleased!

I really like all of the "My First Bilingual" series board books. We've checked out several from the

library...about musical instruments, fruits & veggies...and now own a few in French-English and

Arabic-English. Each page contains just one vibrant photo or drawing that really pops with detail and

color. I don't expect my baby to read the bilingual words but believe every bit of exposure to written

and spoken words is important for future literacy. My little guy is only 8 months old and already

loves books and holds them properly. Books like these entice little ones to look and look...and I can

imagine him coming back when he is older, wanting to learn the vocab too!

This could be done so much better in flash cards. There's no story. It's just pictures and labels. The

problem is, there is English and Korean, but not a pronoun citation guide for those that can't read

Korean writing. It has multiple pictures and things on each page, so your child may be confused as

to which one you may be pointing at.

The book is smaller than I expected. The pages are think but the entire book is kind of buckled.

Unless you know how to read Russian, there is no way of figuring out how to read the words ... They

are written in Russian and English and that's it. Pictures are big and bright, that is why it even got

any stars.



Overall it's not a bad book, at least all words spelled correctly and images are nice and big.

However, I'm giving it 3 stars because:- It looks like pictures of animals were taken from various

sources via google and horrible filter was applied to keep it away from copyright. At least that's what

comes to my mind after I read it.- There is no clear structure of why certain animals have whole

family represented and other not- There is no sense of scale, at least loose scale. For instance,

adult cow and adult horse take half a page and baby lamb on the next page takes the whole page.
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